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Rulebook 
 
1.4.1 Optional replacement (Clarification): 

- when a Command, Feat or Event text specifies that the executing faction has a choice as to the 
number of pieces it can replace (example: Entreat which says “up to”), then if the executing 
Faction does not wish to replace the maximum allowed number (typically when no Available 
piece left and no wish to remove from the map), then the excess targeted pieces are not 
removed. (Example: “Entreat” allows the Scotti player to replace up to 2 Militia by Scotti 
Warbands; if for any reason the Scotti player replaces none or only 1 Militia, then every other 
Milita unit(s) in the targeted Region remain on the map). 

 
1.7.2 and 3.6.5 (3rd bullet) Plundering a captured City (Clarification): 

- when a City is successfully captured but the number of surviving assailants is not enough to carry 
off the City’s Prosperity as Plunder (i.e. <4 of Londinium, and <2 for Eboracum), the City is still 
fully deprived of Prosperity and the excess Plunder is lost (removed off-map). 

 
4.5.3 Ransom (p.16), 3rd sentence (Clarification): 

- the condition for Ransom to occur is that at least 1 Raider arrived in the target area AFTER 
assessing the impact of patrols (sea patrols if coming from a Patrolled sea, Wall patrols if coming 
from Caledonia) and Events (some Momentum events impose a negative DRM on Raider rolls) 
but BEFORE any Raider might be lost to Battle. 
Note that this must be a new Raider, not a unit (Raider or Warband) that would have been 
already present in the target area (effectively, every Raid during its resolution is considered 
entirely independent from whatever presence the Raiding faction may already be having in the 
target area, never combining with any such units, even in Battle). 

 
8.6.7 (p.29), 3rd line:  

- remove “…or Ravaging...” (Scotti cannot Ravage) 
 
Setup (2.1) (p.37), Deck Preparation (Clarification):  

- the Epoch cards should be shuffled among the bottom 4 cards of every 12-card pile with the 
cards already face down; besides hiding the card sequence, the intent is to guarantee that at 
least 8 non-Epoch cards will be revealed in each Epoch before an Epoch card appears. It is also 
important to stack the piles with Early Epoch cards on top of those with Late Epoch cards (again, 
with cards already face down), in order to ensure that Early Epoch cards will all come up before 
Late Epoch cards. 

 
Petty Tyrants Setup (p.40), Remaining in Available Boxes, Saxons: 

- There remain 5 Settlements, not 4 (only 7 Saxon Settlements are on the map) 
 
The Harder They Fall Setup (p.40), Deck, paragraph below the “Optional” grey box: 

- The 2nd sentence should read: “Randomly shuffle one of the two remaining Early Epoch cards 
among the bottom 4 cards of the first (top) 12-card pile.” 

 

Playbook 
 
Multiplayer Example of Play, Part One – Setup, Deck Preparation (page 3): 



- The next to last sentence of the first paragraph at the top of right hand column should read: “Set 
the remaining Event and Epoch cards aside.” 

 
Multiplayer Example of Play, Part Two, Card 5 (page 11): 

- Last paragraph (Saxons executing shaded Event): the Cavalry units removed by the shaded Event 
go to the Dux Available box, not the Casualties box (see text of the Event). 

 
Multiplayer Example of Play, Part Two, Card 7 (page 11): 

- First bullet (Scotti raid in Votadini): only six (not seven) Raiders are killed assaulting Traprain 
Law, so one Plunder from the Stronghold gets awarded to the third survivor. 

- Third bullet (Scotti raid in Ordovices): same thing, only six Raiders are killed assaulting the 
Hillfort, leaving 4 surviving Raiders (3 of them carrying Plunder: 1 from the Region and 2 from 
the destroyed Stronghold) 

 

Deck 
 
Card #68 “Niall Noigiallach”, Unshaded Event text: 

- The number somehow fell through the cracks… the text should read: “Reduce Scotti Raids by -1 
Raider each space (after Patrol).” 


